Most publication and citation indicators are based on datasets with multi-authored publications and thus a change in counting method will often change the value of an indicator. Therefore it is important to know why a specific counting method has been applied. I have identified arguments for counting methods in a sample of 32 bibliometric studies published in 2016 and compared the result with discussions of arguments for counting methods in three older studies. Based on the underlying logics of the arguments I have arranged the arguments in four groups. Group 1 focuses on arguments related to what an indicator measures, Group 2 on the additivity of a counting method, Group 3 on pragmatic reasons for the choice of counting method, and Group 4 on an indicator's influence on the research community or how it is perceived by researchers. This categorization can be used to describe and discuss how bibliometric studies with publication and citation indicators argue for counting methods.
Introduction
Publication and citation indicators are often used in policy reports about research and many bibliometric research studies focus on the development of new indicators. The choice of counting method is an inevitable and important step in calculating an indicator. A wide range of counting methods can be used to allocate credit for a publication and its citations to the authors, to the authors' institutions, to the journals they have published in, etc. It is well-documented that for multi-authored publications, a change in counting method will often change the value of an indicator and sometimes the conclusion of an analysis (see e.g. Gauffriau et. al., 2008) . Therefore, to fully understand an indicator, it is important to know why a specific counting method has been applied. In this paper, I will show that there are at least four groups of arguments for counting methods.
My objective is twofold:
1 A preliminary version of this study was presented at a poster session at the 21 st International Conference on Science and Technology Indicators. València, Spain, 2016. 1. to identify arguments for counting methods for publication and citation indicators in a sample of recent bibliometric studies 2. to use the identified arguments to develop a categorization of arguments for counting methods for publication and citation indicators.
I aim to facilitate the discussion concerning the application of counting methods in bibliometric studies and policy reports. The categorization of arguments for counting methods can help researchers describe and discuss their choice of counting method in a specific study. This information can be used by other researchers and policymakers when assessing and using the study. The categorization can also offer an overview of how counting methods are used across bibliometric studies. Ultimately, how we argue for counting methods may reveal tacit knowledge about what publication and citation indicators measure and add to a common understanding of these indicators.
There is a large body of literature discussing counting methods for publication and citation indicators with a focus on theoretical and methodological arguments for each counting method. This is elaborated in Section 2. To the best of my knowledge, however, there has been no systematic exploration of how researchers choose counting methods for their studies, that is, which arguments they use for a counting method. This is what I wish to analyze to establish a new way of discussing counting methods. The aim of my study is not to provide a literature review on counting methods, which would probably mainly encompass theoretical and methodological arguments. Nor is it to identify the most appropriate counting method as this would probably draw upon just one or two types of arguments and a specific purpose of an analysis. As my analysis will show, there are many very different types of arguments for counting methods, and these can be grouped in accordance with their distinct underlying logics.
Theory

Terminology
Throughout the paper, I use the terminology established by Gauffriau et al. (2007, pp. 178-180) , except that I replace the term normalized with fractionalized. Following this terminology, whole counting means that all authors of a publication get one credit each for the publication. If countries are the basic unit of analysis, all unique countries mentioned in the affiliation of a publication get one credit each. This counting method is called full/total/integer/whole counting, or simply number of publications/citations, or counts in many of studies in my sample. Complete fractionalized counting means that all authors of a publication share one credit for the publication. If countries are the basic unit of analysis, all countries mentioned in the affiliation of a publication share one credit. In the sample of studies, this method is often called fractional counting.
Complete fractionalized counting can be divided in two sub-groups: the rank-independent in which all authors of a publication get equal shares of the credit, and the rank-dependent in which each author gets a share of the credit depending on his/her position in the byline. An example of the latter is straight counting, in which the first author gets one credit and co-authors get none. There are many other types of complete fractionalized and rank-dependent counting methods, e.g. harmonic counting, arithmetic counting, geometric counting (see a short review in Waltman, 2016, p. 379-380) .
Background
Counting methods were discussed even in the pioneering scientometric works. In the definition of Lotka's law, Lotka wrote about the counting method: "Joint contributions have in all cases been credited to the senior author only" (Lotka, 1926, p. 323) and advanced the idea that some publications "should perhaps be considered separately since they are not the product of one person unassisted"(ibid.). Price analyzed whole, complete fractionalized, and straight counting in Big Science, Little Science (Price, 1963, pp. 127-129) , and Cole and Cole discussed whole and straight counting in Social Stratification in Science (Cole & Cole, 1973, pp. 32-33) .
Today, there is still a debate concerning counting methods. Counting methods are compared, and the best is selected, or new counting methods are developed. In contrast to these approaches, I focus on the arguments for the counting methods. Studies that discuss counting methods argue for counting methods too, of course, but it is the counting methods themselves that are analyzed, not the arguments. Below, I
give a few examples of arguments for counting methods from one of the first studies to analyze the effect of different counting methods.
Lindsey analyzed and discussed straight, whole, and complete fractionalized counting and ultimately advocated complete fractionalized counting for publication and citation indicators as a consequence of the growing number of multi-authored publications (Lindsey, 1980) . Many arguments can be identified in the analysis and discussion. Lindsey did not agree with all of them. A pragmatic argument for straight counting is that the method "greatly reduces the work required to collect data" (ibid., p. 146). An argument for complete fractionalized counting refers to mathematical properties: "the weights must sum to one, because what is being measured is 'one scientific paper'" (ibid., p. 151). The next sentence in Lindsey's study is an argument for whole counting based on intuition: "Although this *fractionalization] is the logical procedure, it violates the intuitive judgment of many scientists" (ibid., p. 151). The examples show that the intention behind the choice of counting method can point in many directions. If this information is not available in a bibliometric study, it can lead to misinterpretation of an indicator.
A few studies have presented a dedicated analysis of and discussion on how bibliometric studies argue for counting methods. Larsen concluded that only five out of 85 studies from the International Society for Scientometrics and Informetrics' 2005 and 2007 proceedings argued for the choices of counting methods (Larsen, 2008, p. 237) . Gauffriau et al. presented examples of arguments from the literature and discussed them from a mathematical perspective (Gauffriau et al., 2008, pp. 161-169) . Waltman and van Eck reported their discussions with bibliometricians (researchers and practitioners) on arguments for and against whole and complete fractionalized counting: Which of the two methods is the more intuitive? Or do the two counting methods measure participation and contribution respectively? Or how is contribution and collaboration measured? (Waltman & van Eck, 2015, pp. 889-890) . In contrast to these studies, I do not seek to argue for a specific counting method as the right choice for a specific bibliometric analysis but simply to identify categories of arguments for counting methods.
Material and methods
Data
I have analyzed a sample of 32 bibliometric studies published in 2016 that meet two criteria: 1) having publication and citation indicators as part of the method and result sections, and 2) arguing explicitly for the choices of counting methods. I do not interpret an explicit argument against a counting method as an implicit argument for the opposite counting method because this would require a system of dichotomies.
For example, what is the opposite of straight counting?
The sample is from peer reviewed journals and is, as such, approved by peers in the research field. Furthermore, journal publications should give enough information for other researchers to evaluate a study. I thus expected to find discussions of methods and results and potentially arguments for counting methods. The list of journals was taken from a literature review on citation impact indicators (Waltman, 2016, p. 367) .
Twenty-six studies in the sample are from Journal of Informetrics and Scientometrics (Table 1 ). The respective scopes of the two journals are "topics in bibliometrics, scientometrics, webometrics, and altmetrics" 2 and "investigations in which the development and mechanism of science are studied by statistical mathematical methods"
3
. I selected the studies in accordance with the two aforementioned criteria. If other types of indicators were present in a study, I only analyzed the part about publication and citation indicators. Other studies (e.g. network analysis, altmetrics, and patent analysis) were excluded from the analysis. Furthermore, a publication can be assigned to multiple subject areas. I did not include arguments for counting methods in relation to this. Finally, I only analyzed arguments for individual counting methods and not for the combination of counting methods. For example, the difference between complete fractionalized and whole scores can be used as an indicator for collaboration. For many of the excluded studies, it would indeed be relevant to discuss arguments for counting methods, but this argumentation might follow a different logic than arguments for counting methods for publication or citation indicators included in my study. Table 1 , this resulted in the inclusion of six additional studies in the analysis.
Identification and categorization of arguments
The selection of studies from Journal of Informetrics and Scientometrics was done as follows. In total 166 studies from the six 2016 issues were saved in NVivo 11 Pro, a commercial program for qualitative data analysis (http://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo-product/nvivo11-for-windows/pro). I skimmed the 166 studies and did a preliminary selection of which studies to include in the analysis. Relevant text phrases were coded under the labels: indicator, counting method, arguments for counting method, object of study, and database. From the coded text in the first 2016 issues of the journals, I identified keywords (Appendix A) and the keywords were saved as highlighted text in the 166 studies. I went through the 166 studies again and, based on the highlighted text, identified more text phrases for coding. Of the 166 studies, 99 met the criteria of having publication and citation indicators as part of the method and result sections. Of these, 26 studies met the criteria of having explicit arguments for the choices of counting methods (Table 1 and Appendix B).
For journals other than Journal of Informetrics and Scientometrics, I skimmed titles and abstracts and found studies with publications and citation indicators. This technique was used as these journals have a much broader scope than do Journal of Informetrics and Scientometrics, and only few of the studies were relevant for my purpose. I skimmed the full texts of studies with publication and citation indicators and identified the six studies that met both criteria for inclusion (Table 1 and Appendix B). These were also searched for keywords (Appendix A) and coded.
In total 32 studies met both criteria for inclusion in the analysis. I identified arguments for counting methods and assigned the arguments to categories. Some authors only argued for the counting method they used while others discussed multiple counting methods and ended up choosing the one(s) they found most appropriate. In my analysis, I have included all arguments and not only the arguments for the counting methods actually used in the studies. A study can thus be represented in several categories and argue for several counting methods.
The categorization of arguments for counting methods was done based on quotations from the 32 studies and no further guidelines for what a counting method measures or how it should be used. To make the analysis as transparent as possible I show all quotations in Tables 2.1.1-2.4. Finally, I suggest how the categories can be divided in four groups in accordance with the underlying logics of the arguments (Table 3 ).
The categorization of arguments for counting methods for publication and citation indicators represents a snapshot of the state of art based on a sample of bibliometric studies published in 2016. To validate the categorization, I compared it with the arguments discussed in older studies: Gauffriau et al. (2008, pp. 161-169) , Larsen (2008) , and Waltman and van Eck (2015, pp. 889-891) .
Limitations
The qualitative text analysis probably favors some categories of arguments over others. My analysis indicates that many bibliometric studies use whole counting without any justification and furthermore that pragmatic arguments are often linked to whole counting. Thus, pragmatic arguments are represented in the analysis, but they may be underrepresented.
My focus is to develop categories of arguments and assign counting methods to the categories. A more fine-grained analysis could be carried out, but this is beyond the scope of my analysis as it would require a huge sample of studies or a focus on one or a few variables to get a manageable sample. To refine the analysis, the object of study could be added as a variable: Does the argument for a counting method change if the object of study changes from country to author? This is not analyzed in my study. Another possibility is to look at publication and citation indicators separately. I assume that an argument for a counting method for publication indicator is also valid for a citation indicator and vice versa. Furthermore, the study is limited to publication and citation indicators. Many other indicators and methods also depend on counting methods, and a similar categorization of arguments for counting methods could be developed for those, for example, for publications with multiple subject areas, altmetric indicators, and network analysis. My expectation is that some categories will prove valid across different indicators and methods while others will not.
Results and discussion
Overview of analyzed studies
I start with an overview of the 99 studies from Journal of Informetrics and Scientometrics, that meet criteria 1) having publication and citation indicators as part of the method and result sections. For 32 studies, the choice of counting method is immaterial as there is only one possible value for an object of study (e.g. one journal title or one author) per publication (see Appendix B). Therefore, a change of counting method has no effect.
For the remaining 67 studies, a change of counting methods will affect the value of the publication and citation indicators. In each study, I have identified the counting method applied. The studies describe the counting methods in words, through a formula, give examples of the calculations, give references to welldefined indicators from specific databases, and/or give references to studies in which the method is defined. Of the 67 studies, 48 use whole counting; four use complete fractionalized counting; and 15 use whole, complete fractionalized, straight counting, etc. in different combinations.
Twenty-six studies explicitly justify the choice of counting method and thus provide arguments for one or more counting methods (criteria 2). Of these, 11 studies use whole counting; four 4 use complete fractionalized counting; and 11 use whole, complete fractionalized, straight counting etc. in different combinations.
Categorization of arguments for counting methods
The Tables 2. As mentioned in Section 3, I do not distinguish between counting methods for publication versus citation indicators. Twenty-one of the 32 studies analyzed include citation indicators, and overall these indicators are described as measuring impact.
For a few of the arguments, I made an interpretation of the text guided by the intentions of the studies. My interpretations are reported in the tables. The indicator measures (the impact of) production Argument for whole counting "We have undertaken the whole method for the calculation of productivity of authors." (Kumar, 2016, p. 22) "Number of publications *…+ Aim to Assess *…+ Production" (Wildgaard, 2016 (Wildgaard, , p. 1073 4 The counting methods and arguments are the same in the three studies and therefore only reported once in Arguments for whole counting "…full counting method can thus be seen as measuring participation…" (Cimini et al., 2016, p.204) "Since the participation in a research area is determined by whether a core paper (or a top 10 % citing paper) of a target country is included in a research area, we used the number of publications counted by the whole counting…" (Igami & Saka, 2016, p. 392 ) "Here we show that the quantification of double-counting articles can indirectly indicate the proportion of country's participation in the publications of a particular field." (Zanotto et al., 2016 (Zanotto et al., , p. 1796 "…large differences in productivity across fields, depending on how productivity is defined. The 'hard sciences' (natural, technical, and medical sciences) produce a much large number of publications per person and have a higher number of coauthors. However, in terms of fractional counts, the 'soft sciences' (social sciences and humanities) are more productive." (Bloch & Schneider, 2016, p. 378 ) Arguments for complete fractionalized counting "We use fractional counted productivity *…+ to account in some imprecise way for the number of coauthors." (van den Besselaar & Sandström, 2016, p. 157) "Fractional publications *…+ Aim to Assess *…+ Production if the author had worked alone" (Wildgaard, 2016 (Wildgaard, , p. 1073 ) "Then we compute the number of fractional publications to the number of professor in each group in order to find the fractional productivities." (Yuret, , p. 1199 ) "…large differences in productivity across fields, depending on how productivity is defined. The 'hard sciences' (natural, technical, and medical sciences) produce a much large number of publications per person and have a higher number of coauthors. However, in terms of fractional counts, the 'soft sciences' (social sciences and humanities) are more productive." (Bloch & Schneider, 2016, p. 378) "While it would appear important to take account of the number of coauthors (fractional counts), measuring individual researcher productivity is a still a complex task (see e.g. Abramo, Cicero and D'Angelo 2013; Abramo, D'Angelo and Rosati 2013)." (Bloch & Schneider, 2016, p. 379) "Chemistry articles typically have more authors than economics articles. Therefore, the number of authors is one of the causes that creates the differences in productivities between economics and chemistry. In order to account for this, we compute the fractional publications. That is, we attribute 1/n publications to each author in an n author paper." (Yuret, , p. 1199 (Thelwall & Sud, 2016, p.49) This study can also be assigned to Table 2 .3.3. "Although fractional counting may more accurately indicate the contribution by each author, this issue is often debated. For example, in certain papers the first author may have done the major portion of the work. In other instances, it may happen that all co-authors had contributed equally. However, these aspects are rarely disclosed, hence bibliometric data are unable to trap finer nuances. For this reason, the whole paper counting method is often preferred" (Kumar, 2016, pp. 22-23) Arguments for complete fractionalized counting "…fractional contribution of researcher to publication…" (Abramo et al., 2016, p. 34) "Fractional authorship quantifies an individual author's contributions to published papers, and it can be used to estimate the number of papers written by a particular scientist." (Pritychenko, 2016, p. 464) "…the fractions from each group on each paper were calculated. This enabled us to determine the fractional counts of contributions from each of the five groups to any given set of papers, such as those from a triennium, from a state or federal territory, or from a major field." (Lewison et al., , 1883 (Lewison et al., -1884 "If, in author-level fractionalization, a publication with e.g. three co-authors corresponds to one-third of a single-authored publication, the implicit assumption is made that all publications in a field reflect the same amount of effort, originality, and so on, and that the number of authors directly corresponds to the amount of their respective contributions. This is a plausible, but not actually evidence-based premise. *…+ Fractionalization on the level of author addresses can be seen as a proxy for the respective author contributions…" (Möller et al., 2016 (Möller et al., , p. 2222 Arguments for complete fractionalized counting, rank-independent "…authors in simple alphabetical order: in this case the fractional contribution simply equals the inverse of the number of authors." (Abramo et al., 2016, p. 34) "...researchers' individual publication output was *...+ operationalized as the individual sum of publication shares. *…+ A single publication share is also called 'contribution' or 'publicationequivalent' and is based on the assumption that 'that each person contributed the same amount' to a publication..." (Fell & König, 2016, p. 121) Arguments for complete fractionalized counting, rank-dependent "…indicate the contributions to the published research by the order of the names in the listing of the authors. *…+ giving different weights to each co-author according to their position in the list of authors and the character of the co-authorship (intra-mural or extra-mural)" (Abramo et al., 2016, p. 34) "The arithmetic fraction is based on an equal distribution of authorship credit among coauthors, while in nuclear physics, it is reasonable to assume that the first author usually contributes ≈ 50 %, and the rest is split between the other coauthors." (Pritychenko, 2016, p. 465) Category: The indicator measures (the impact of) output/volume/creditable to/performance Arguments for whole counting "...researchers' individual publication output was operationalized as the absolute number of publications that were (co-)authored by them…" (Fell & König, 2016, p. 121 ) Arguments for complete fractionalized counting "…indicator is the shares (based on the fractional counting) of Japan and benchmarking countries in core papers from all research areas… *…+ This is an indicator that shows the volume of papers published in hot research areas." (Igami & Saka, 2016, p. 389) "…fractional counting as measuring how many papers are creditable to a country…" (Cimini et al., 2016, p.204) "…if a publication is coauthored by two or more scientists, the evaluator may choose to count that publication as half or 1/(number of coauthors), when ranking the research performance of one of the coauthors." (Frittelli et al., 2016, p. 3062) (Klincewicz, 2016, p. 335) "The number of first-authored articles in foreign-language, refereed journals presumably captures an original academic contribution as a main contributor, rather than as a manager of a laboratory." (Kawaguchi et al., 2016 (Kawaguchi et al., , p. 1440 ) Argument for last author counting "…one finds the person in charge in the last position. It stands to reason that *…+ group leaders or principal investigators should be found in the last position of the list of authors" (Neufeld, 2016, p. 57 ) Argument for reprint author counting "Most citing articles have multiple authors, potentially located in different countries. We use the reprint author to determine the location of the citing article because we assume that this author is more likely to be closely connected to the research than a randomly chosen author. This assumption is based on our experience reading the bibliographic information for publications on Web of Science, in which the reprint author commonly was the first or last author." (Kahn & MacGarvie, 2016 , p. 1306 .] the present study was very conservative in using the data, i.e. no aggregate constructs were derived from the bibliometric data..." (Klincewicz, 2016, p. 342) "Double occurrences were excluded within each unit of analysis: a paper co-authored by two or more researchers belonging to the same institution was counted only once, and one paper authored by two or more institutions was counted once at a higher aggregation level (Portugal)." (Ramos & Sarrico, 2016, p. 97) "Using whole counts, e.g. if one of the addresses is in country C, this country receives one score *...+ We also calculated the h-core score of the United Kingdom (UK), taken care not to double count collaborations between England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales." (Sanz-Casado et al., 2016, p. 257) "For this analysis we eliminate the double counts of publications co-authored by professors pertaining to the same GEV [panel of experts]. We consider instead publications co-authored by professors of different GEVs, because each GEV adopts different thresholds." (Abramo & D'Angelo, 2016 , p. 2059 ) Arguments for complete fractionalized counting "…works (Aksnes et al., 2012; Waltman and van Eck, 2015) have argued that fractional counting *…+ leads to a proper field normalization of impact indicators…" (Cimini et al., 2016, p. 204) I have assigned the argument to Table 2 .2 as the references in the quotation conclude that complete fractional counting of authors/affiliations is additive. "...fractionate these people's contributions by country in order to make the sum of the individual contributions equal the number of papers..." (Lewison et al., 2016, p. 115) "For reasons of mathematical consistency, the fractionalized approach is preferable, as Waltman and van Eck (2015) demonstrate, and Aksnes et al. (2012) also point out." (Möller et al., 2016 (Möller et al., , p. 2222 I have assigned the argument to Table 2 .2 as the references in the quotation conclude that complete fractional counting of authors/affiliations is additive. "Traditionally, when calculating a (field normalized) citation score using fractional counting, each paper is given an aggregate weight of one (1), which weight is split between authors or organisations depending on level of fractionalisation. Hence, when calculating the (field normalized) citation score of a university, the university's papers in social science has been given the same weight per paper as the university's papers in chemistry." (Koski et al., 2016 (Koski et al., , p. 1151 Category: Availability of data Argument for whole counting "…full counting is adopted as the SCImago statistics are built according to this criterion." (Cimini et al., 2016, p. 204) Argument for straight or reprint author counting "The restriction to first authors was necessary since other authors, in the case of collaborative papers, could not be associated with specific addresses. *…+ Complete author-address information only exists in Web of Science after 2008. An alternative solution is to use reprint authors (which reveal similar results)." (Koski et al., 2016 (Koski et al., , p. 1148 Category: Prevalence of counting method Argument for whole counting "…full counting is also commonly adopted…" (Cimini et al., 2016, p. 204 ) "On the level of international comparison, the whole count method is generally used, but fractionalized approaches are increasingly being advocated." (Möller et al., 2016 (Möller et al., , p. 2222 Category: Simplification of indicator Arguments for whole counting "…the data contains no overlap of individual networks of different reference institutions or at least it was possible to ignore this overlap; *…+ Multiple co-authorships with authors from different institutions create duplicates of papers *overlap+ *…+ Measurement dependencies *overlap+ are taken into account to some extent by a multilevel statistical modelling strategy." (Bornmann et al., 2016, p. 316) "For simplicity only the number of papers and citations is captured *...+ In other words, the total number of papers and citations received are the parameter to be evaluated ..." (Höylä et al., 2016, p. 266) "For simplicity, we used the normal count of articles with at least one author affiliated to Japanese universities." (Morichika & Shibayama, 2016, p. 225) "…for simplicity reasons we use the raw numbers…" (Piro & Sivertsen, 2016 , p. 2269 "In this work, counted articles for each country includes the publications resulting from international collaboration. Unfortunately due to the large numbers of articles and countries in this study, fractional counting as recommended by Gaufrial and Larsen 2005, could not be applied here." (Zanotto et al., 2016 (Zanotto et al., , p. 1794 Category: Insensitive to change of counting method Argument for whole counting "In this work, full counting is adopted *…+ …the difference between the two methods *whole and complete fractionalized] basically consists in a country-specific rescaling of impact indicators, the relative temporal changes of countries impact we will analyse are, per se, unaffected by the choice of the counting method." (Cimini et al., 2016, p. 204) Table 2.4 Category: Incentive against collaboration Argument for complete fractional counting "The effect of fractionalization is that collaborations are virtually disadvantaged-which is especially precarious when it comes to measuring intersectorial collaborations… *…+ On the other hand, however, it seems reasonable to fractionalize in order to neutralize an increasing international tendency toward collaboration." (Möller et al., 2016 (Möller et al., , p. 2222 A few of the 99 studies discussed how publications with varying numbers of co-authors may affect the value of a publication or citation indicator, see e.g. Valentin et al. (2016, p. 77) . These studies are not included in the tables above as I found no arguments for the choices of counting methods. Counting methods were not reported as relevant for the discussion on multi-authored publications. Along similar lines, one could try to uncover the arguments for the choices of counting methods in the studies that did not meet criteria 2). This would be based on the indicator, the counting method, what the study proposes to measure, the database used, etc. This was not done as the method did not seem convincingly systematic and reliable. In other words, there was insufficient information in the studies to carry out this exercise.
To validate the categorization, I compare the Tables 2.1.1-2.4 with the arguments discussed in Gauffriau et al. (2008, pp. 161-169) , Larsen (2008) , and Waltman and van Eck (2015, pp. 889-891) . Most of the categories from the tables are also present in these three studies. This indicates that frequently used arguments are covered. But the overlap is not complete and this may indicate that not all possible arguments for all counting methods are identified. Because new indicators are invented and new data sources are made available all the time, it is impossible to develop a final set of categories. Table 2 .4 includes one argument and is not grouped with other categories. However, when I compare with arguments in Gauffriau et al. (2008) and Waltman and van Eck (2015) , two categories are discussed that have a similar underlying logic. One is: "Fractional counting provides an incentive against collaboration" (Waltman & van Eck, 2015, p. 889 ). The other is: "The distinction between actual [complete fractionalized] and perceived [whole] publications and citations was introduced with the argument that the critical issue is how the scientific community perceives a publication with respect to each of its authors" (Gauffriau et al., 2008, p. 167) and "full counting is in agreement with the intuitive idea that all publications of a researcher or a research group should be considered of equal importance" (Waltman & van Eck, 2015, p. 891) . These categories are included in the analysis together with Table 2 .4. Table 3 presents an overview of the identified categories and the counting methods for which they argue. I have furthermore grouped the categories in accordance with their underlying logics. I will now discuss the underlying logics of the four groups and the counting methods linked to the groups. Please note that the discussion is based on a limited number of studies and does not cover all counting methods or all possible arguments for counting methods.
For Group 1, the underlying logic for the argumentation for a counting method relates to the concept that the study attempts to measure. In Group 1 the concepts participation ( For Group 2 (Table 2. 2) the underlying logic relates to the mathematical properties of the counting method itself: namely, to ensure that the counting method is additive and to avoid double counting of publications and citations. There seems to be consensus among the analyzed studies that complete fractionalized counting is additive, and whole counting is non-additive, which can lead to double counting if scores for more objects of study are added.
Group 1 and 2 can be seen as building upon theoretical/methodological arguments.
Group 3 includes four categories (Tables 2.3 .1-2.3.4). These do not take into account the theoretical/methodological arguments discussed above but are linked to pragmatic reasons. The categories in Group 3 are except for one argument linked to whole counting. This can be explained by the fact that whole counting is the readily available counting method in databases often used to calculate bibliometric indicators (Web of Science, Scopus, and Google Scholar). For example, a search for publications from Denmark will return the number of publications in which Denmark is present at least once in the list of affiliations. This corresponds to whole counting. The category on availability of data (Table 2. 3.1) is thus assigned to Group 3. In Table 2 .3.1, one argument is for straight/reprint author counting but follows the same underlying logics as the arguments for whole counting. In continuation of this, whole counting is often used for publication and citation indicators. I showed that 48 of 67 studies in Journal of Informetrics and Scientometrics relied on whole counting alone. The category on prevalence of a counting method (Table 2. 3.2) is therefore also assigned to the group. Furthermore, this may be the reason why arguments for whole counting refer to the category on simplification of an indicator (Table 2. 3.3). This is how I interpret most of the quotations in Table 2 .3.3. Whole counting is easier to work with and to understand. I regard Bornmann et al.'s argument for Simplification as slightly different as they want to limit the number of variables and focus on other properties of an indicator. They discuss what this means for the analysis. Finally, the category on study conclusions that are insensitive to a change of counting method (Table 2 .3.4) is included in the group. It is used in a study in which the value of an indicator will change if the counting method is changed, without, however, affecting the conclusion of the study. It is easier to use whole counting as explained above, with the result that the category can be assigned to Group 3.
For Group 4 (Table 2 .4 and categories from Gauffriau et al., 2008, and Waltman & van Eck, 2015. ) the underlying logic is not related to what an indicator measures (Group 1) but instead to the impact of the indicator on the research community under evaluation and vice versa. Two categories are included in the group. One is to Comply with researchers' perception of how their publications and/or citations are counted and is sometimes mentioned as being of particular importance if the object of study is individual researchers (Waltman & van Eck, 2015, p. 891 ). The category is linked to whole counting and corresponds to counting the publications in a researcher's publication list. The focus of the other category is to affect the behavior of the research community by, for example, introducing an incentive against collaboration. In Table 3 , the category is linked to complete fractionalized counting. If other incentives are pushed, other counting methods may very well be chosen.
One could say that a sound bibliometric analysis should avoid arguments in Group 3, Pragmatic reasons. But if we wish to discuss how counting methods are used to calculate publication and citation indicators, all groups are present and must be taken into account. In Journal of Informetrics and Scientometrics, 26 of 67 studies explicitly argued for the choices of counting methods. For the remaining 41 studies, the counting methods could be determined, but it would be of great value also to know why a counting method was chosen. If other researchers or policymakers wish to use one of the 41 studies it will be important to know the intention behind the choice of counting method. For example, was whole counting chosen because it was easily available or because the indicator was carefully designed to measure participation of an object of study?
A pragmatic argumentation for a counting method can be fully justified. For example, in studies in which a bibliometric indicator or method is discussed, the counting method can be downplayed if other properties are in focus. Still, it is important to declare which counting method is used and ideally also to discuss the choice as this information can be important for subsequent studies. See, for example, , who developed a method for establishing the gender and nationality of authors on the basis of their names. Whole counting (actually without an explicit argument for the counting method) is used, but as a limitation it is mentioned that "for many purposes it would be more useful to have a fractional count, based on the number of different authors of each paper" (Lewison et al., 2016, p. 115) .
Conclusion
In this paper, I present a categorization of arguments for counting methods for publication and citation indicators. Although the categorization could undergo further elaboration, it provides a new way of discussing counting methods and shows the diversity in arguments for counting methods.
Generally speaking, the categorization of arguments for counting methods can provide new perspectives on what publication and citation indicators measure and how they are understood by considering the (lack of) consensus between the arguments assigned to a category and counting methods supported in the arguments in the category. For example, if studies of the same concept choose different counting methods and no explanation can be found, it may indicate that the concept is poorly operationalized across bibliometric studies.
At the specific level, the categorization of arguments for counting methods can help researchers describe and discuss their choices of counting methods and help users of studies with publication and citation indicators assess and use the studies.
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